
WOUDAAPROUTE  UK 
Kids special 

 

This route is doable in just a few days, and perfect for a weekend or midweek 

 
 
 
The many activities for kids make this route a discovery journey for the entire family. 
Step ashore at Terherne, Langweer, Woudsend, Heeg, IJlst or Sneek and be surprised. 
 
Terherne 
Terherne is the village of Hielke and Sietse Klinkhamer. This is where the well-known Dutch 
children’s book ‘de Kameleon’ (the chameleon) comes to life.  
This route is named after a mill in the village: The Woudaap. During a tour, the kids will 
experience exciting adventures such as pole-jumping, building a raft and walking in the 
swamp. Terherne is a known water sports village thanks to multiple marinas, surfing facilities 
and many places to fish. 
 
Langweer 
Once you’ve passed Terherne the route goes on to Langweer. The harbour office and the 
recreation building are both renewed and together they make the marina look even more 
beautiful than it already was. There is even a canopy where you can BBQ and at the beach 
they’ve made a children’s play area.  
You can also make beautiful bicycle- or hike tours with the entire family.  
 
Woudsend and Heeg 
Take a look at sawmill ‘de Jager’ or discover the SKS skûtsje (sailing ship), the pride and joy of 
Woudsend. When you’ve passed Woudsend the route goes on to Heeg, where you can easily 
dock the ship in the centre for an ice cream on one of the terraces. Tip: The best way to 
discover the centre of Heeg with the kids is per canoe! 
 
IJlst and Sneek  
On your way to Sneek you will see one of the smallest 11 cities: IJlst. 
Discover the beauty of this small city or take the kids on a trip to the local clockmaker. 
The last city on the route is Sneek. A must see in Sneek is ‘de Waterpoort’ (the Watergate) 
this is the ancient entry for Sneek. Just like the other cities, Sneek has a lot to offer when it 
comes to kids activities. The railway museum (for model trains) and ‘het 
Scheepvaartmuseum’ (ancient shipping museum in Sneek) are highly recommended.  
Besides that, holiday resort ‘De Potten’ is the ideal place for every age, with a water 
playground for the little ones and a water ski facility for the older kids. And for the parents, 
Sneek is the shopping centre of the region and has a multiple terraces and restaurants. 
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